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Dedication
I dedicate my book to the earth and all who
live on her.

On the Birthing Table.
Let go, be seen!
You are supported in your jump
off the birthing table.
What a huge space is opening up!
No need to panic
at death’s dismembering.
You are moving
towards greater community!
Animal friends
people friends,
the whole of creation
celebrates your becoming!
Annabel Hollis 2008

Stonehenge, August 2010

Introduction
I want to give you gentle encouragement
to follow your dreams, and to make radical
life changes. I want you to take this risk
regardless of your age, race or sex, trusting
in your unique path. I want to remind you that
life is about change, and that death can be
a friend in disguise, allowing you to become
more in tune with who you are. I want to
remind you how generous life is, even when
it seems to be extremely unfair.
Through this book, my aim is to bring you into
deeper connection with your soul, rekindling
your passion for life and renewing your
sense of participation in creations unfolding.
I have chosen the natural world, your inner
wisdom and your creativity, as key portals
through which you can realign with your
soul. There is also an on-line environment
connected to this book in which its message
is deepened and expanded, inviting your
deeper engagement with the themes.
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Seeing the world anew
Your power to create and to make a difference
is huge, and you must trust yourself enough to
move beyond what is known. You will realise
that thoughts that tell you, you cannot do this
or that have been planted in your mind from
the past, but do not need to stay there. You
will see that you have a choice about how
you think about yourself and the world.
Do you dare to jump off the edge, give
change a go, and try on a new identity?
On-line lesson: Letting go
All that you have been so far has enabled
you to reach this point of leaping into the
unknown. Though you may be shedding
outdated skins, which can feel frightening,
you are still carrying important experiences
from an earlier phase which can be very
fruitful in assisting your progress. When you
are overcome with uncomfortable feelings,
it is good to remind yourself that there is no
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need to change the experience, pretend it is
not there, or to judge it or yourself harshly. It
is helpful to cultivate compassion for yourself
in areas where you hold regret.
Starting afresh means seeing the world
with new eyes, unclouded by the past, yet
acknowledging all that has been. Imagine
trusting in the possibility of a completely new
beginning, an innocent now.
On-line lesson: Acceptance
How do you deal with life’s everyday
disappointments? Seeing the world anew
might simply be about reacting to life’s difﬁcult
challenges in a new, more empowered way,
i.e. a way that ends up neither ruining your
day nor the day of everyone else. So often
it is a simple choice, but in that moment
of choice, the temptation to fall back into
familiar, unhelpful patterns can be huge.
Take one step at a time, and know that it
is okay to make mistakes! Letting go of
repeated negative patterns of both thought
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and behaviour will release energy that you
can then use for more creative purposes.
Only you can take charge of your inner
environment.
Life does not have to be a repeat of the
past. What a shame if fears of repeating the
same mistakes or experiencing the same
disappointments get in the way of having
another go at something as desirable as
intimate partnership. How does judgement
and criticism get in the way of your being
able to embrace another in love? Can you
forgive the person when they hurt you? Can
you be honest about your feelings without
blaming the other person?
Imagine a place where all that can sabotage
a relationship falls away, because you can
be completely honest with yourself and your
partner without wounding one another?
Imagine being able to speak your truth and
stand your ground, with a spaciousness and
lightness, whilst also being receptive to the
experience of the other. Imagine a relationship
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based not upon fear, but grounded in love, in
peace rather than war, and that any conﬂict
can be met with compassion. Your need
to control the other person is no longer
necessary as you more deeply connect with
your own freedom. Imagine that it is okay to
show your deepest vulnerability, letting go of
all defences and showing yourself exactly
as you are in any moment. Imagine trusting
in a creative process that can more deeply
understand and respect differences between
people in any sort of relationship. Imagine
an open, loving heart being at the centre.
On-line lesson: Obstacles
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Becoming more connected
to nature
The realization that you are a part of nature
and not separated from it can be a delightful
discovery. The deep knowing that everything
is connected to you - the rocks, the plants,
the animals, the humans, the stars. The
remembering that your spirit has come into
this body to learn the lessons of earth.
Working in a garden is a wonderful way
to keep in touch with the cycles of nature,
as well as being a physical activity that
connects you more with your body. Growing
vegetables which you can then eat is a great
motivator! The calming green of nature is
revitalising, and along with the sweetness of
birdsong lifts your spirit when you feel low
and depressed. Simply being outside makes
the senses alert, and gives a stronger feeling
of being alive. Taking a dog for a walk is an
incentive to be outside, where you can be
reminded that there is earth as well as sky,
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both with very different inhabitants. When
I am overstressed, sitting against a tree or
lying on the ground works wonders!
Becoming more aware of the changing
seasons and the rhythm of the year will bring
you great rewards, as the richness of this
yearly cycle will resonate with the rhythms of
your soul. Experiencing and observing nature
as she transforms and changes will deeply
nourish you, reminding you of your place in
the greater scheme of things. If you are a
pre-menopausal woman, you will be able to
tune in to your menstrual cycle, and this will
also deepen and enrich your connection to
the earth. Visiting ancient sacred sites can
also facilitate new connection and insight.
On-line lesson: Nature meditation
Imagine getting to know your own locality
more deeply, rather than the need to be
always travelling here and there, and
discovering the new in what you thought you
knew very well. Try and be more conscious
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of your day to day energy use, and discover
areas where you might be able to cut down
a little. You might discover that living simply
turns out to be the most abundant life you
ever had!
Imagine slowing down enough to appreciate
life more and reduce your stress levels. You
may ﬁnd it challenging to transform your
“overdoing” lifestyle, so outside support and
encouragement may be highly desirable,
such as from a friend, a family member, a
therapist or coach - whatever works for you.
It is not always helpful to imagine that you
can do everything all by yourself, though for
some of you this may be all that you know.
Learn to listen and respond to your body’s
need for rest. Get enough sleep at night.
Say no when there is too much going on,
and cancel events if necessary. Try not to be
fearful of standing alone in the crowd in doing
what is right for you. Learn not to override
the signals that your body is giving to you,
through your mind pushing the body to do
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this and to do that, whilst ignoring hunger
and other basic needs. Can you relate to
the tendency to push the body beyond
reasonable limits? Do you feel guilty if you
listen to your basic needs, programmed
always to put the needs of others above
your own? Are you ready to change?
Animals are wonderful teachers showing
you how to live more in tune with your body
and the environment because they do this
so naturally. You may already have a pet, or
another animal with whom you spend intimate
time, but if you do not, there are plenty of
other opportunities to make connections with
both wild and domesticated animals. A quiet,
respectful approach works best. Be aware of
your feelings. If you are afraid, listen to that
and do not over-extend your own limits.
Dancing is another great way to make
friends with your own body, and regular
practice will bring the beneﬁts of greater
ﬁtness and ﬂexibility, as well as developing
your sense of rhythm. It is also a fun way
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to spend time with other people, letting go
of words for a change and communicating
through other channels.
On-line lesson: The gift of animals
To both men and women: how connected are
you with your innate wisdom, and how much
do you override it? How are you inﬂuenced
by being in a man’s world? Do you honour
the cyclical nature in life, the times to be
out and active and the times for retreat and
solitude? Do you enjoy and honour your
female or male body? If you have not had
children, does this make you feel less a
woman, or less a man?
How might it feel to reclaim the power of
being a woman or a man, embracing more
and more of your power as you get older
rather than imagining that you are going
into your declining years? Are you ready to
say “yes” to the depths of wisdom in your
soul and “no” to the demands of others for
a change? Can you take time to be alone,
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to drop into the space where this wisdom
resides, without being pulled outwards, and
away from your centre? Can you celebrate
and honour the powerful transitions which
are at the heart of your life?
The wisdom of the feminine has been buried
for too long. It is time to bring it back into
visibility and to help bring a new balance back
into life, alongside a healthier relationship
between the masculine and the feminine.
Learn to reclaim your space and listen to
your own needs, whether as a woman or as
a man.
What a gift to have a body. What does taking
care of your body mean to you? Do you do
it so that you will look more attractive and
sexy, or do you want to care for it because
it serves you in your life so well, and that
without a healthy body limitations will be
placed upon you? Or, perhaps you honour it
as the sacred container of your spirit?
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On-line lesson: Caring for your body
Be true to the rhythms of your own body and
soul. You may need to take time to discover
what they are, as you have probably not been
encouraged to listen deeply to yourself, with
stress and mind chatter so often getting in
the way.
The more in alignment you become with
yourself, the more easily your life will ﬂow.
Synchronicity is one sign that you are in the
ﬂow. Take notice of these magical moments
and offer your gratitude, so that this exciting
window can open more and more! Your
vitality will increase and you will have more
energy to accomplish what you desire.
Share these magical moments with others
and bring them inspiration, too!
On-line lesson: Gratitude.
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Listening to the
wisdom within
Your inner world is the blank canvas that
appears when all outer distractions fall
away, and a space into which you can
place questions, and then see what returns
- perhaps a thought, or an image. Can you
quieten your mind enough so that the answer
is clear and visible to you? This place where
intuition and guidance comes is a space to
be nurtured.
The “twilight zone” is the period just before
going to sleep and just before waking up, and
can be a very fertile threshold between the
everyday and the spirit realm. You are more
likely to have openings at this time if you are
in a relaxed, open state, both physically and
mentally. Do not worry if nothing happens; it
will happen in its own time. The strength of
your desire to connect more deeply with this
inner realm will facilitate results. “Seeing” is
not necessarily visual; it may also be a feeling
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or a knowing. It does not give you superiority
over others, but brings deep reassurance
about the support that is available to you
beyond the veil of the everyday.
In the dreaming state there are many
different layers, from the everyday to the
more transcendent, and including the deep
and ancient. Dreams are trying to guide you,
to remind you of who you really are behind
the self built upon a false set of inherited
familial and cultural beliefs. Allow yourself
to open to the unexpected, and that which
challenges your beliefs about reality. Be
open to letting go of the person you thought
you were. Dare to change your identity.
On-line lesson: Dream work
Be aware that fear may try to close the doors
of your awakening, a fear that you might have
of a much bigger identity. Can you embrace
the reality that you are a multi- dimensional
being? Imagine the exciting adventure that
will unfold as you rediscover who you are.
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You will need afﬁrming witnesses in this
process and they may appear in the form of
strangers, friends, professionals.
The spaciousness that you are is so much
bigger than you think. Your thoughts can so
easily crush you into a space that becomes like
a prison to your spirit. When you truly connect
with your expansive nature you can ride the
unpleasant emotions with less distress,
because they are less able to dominate from
this perspective of your vastness. The mind so
often creates trouble, compressing you with
its worries, speculations and judgements.
Through mindfulness of these distractions
and letting them go, it is possible to become
much more at peace, which is the essential
state of your deepest nature. Meditation can
facilitate a connection with a place of deeper
space and stillness, as can being outside
in nature, particularly if you are able to take
some space to be alone.
On-line lesson: Stilling the mind
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Inspiring creativity and
igniting passion
You are a creative being. How creativity
wishes to express itself through you
is unique. Do you carry wounds about
creativity? A derogatory comment from the
past (for example: you can’t draw, paint,
sing) from someone of inﬂuence, such as a
teacher or parent, can often cause closure
of the creative channels.
Creativity allows life energy to move, which
makes you feel more energised and alive,
and feeds your sense of purpose. There
is frequently a lot of resistance to being
creative that even the most creative people
experience. It is strange that an activity which
brings so much joy and richness into your
life can sometimes be so hard to engage
with. It helps to do it regularly, and to make
a commitment to it. The support of another
person or group can be invaluable in helping
you to overcome your resistance.
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Though resistance can be powerful, the
satisfaction of overcoming it is even more
powerful. Inspiration can come from many
sources. When it calls, let it move you into
action. An extraordinary life experience,
such as witnessing the birth of a baby,
travelling in a very different culture, being
very ill or narrowly escaping death, all are
rich sources upon which to draw. You may
wish to write about it, paint it, or to compose
a song about it. Once the creative act is
completed, there is then the possibility of
sharing it with others, inspiring them with the
quality that inspired you.
Take one step at a time, and who knows
where it will lead you? The creative spirit is
an unpredictable fellow, and will take you on
a journey beyond your wildest imaginings if
only you can surrender to it. Be one of those
people who gives it a go.
But beware! It is easy to get bogged down in
self doubts, such as “I’m not good enough,
not talented enough, it’s all been done
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before, I’m too old, I’m too busy, or who
would be interested in what I have to say?”
Self-esteem issues will come and tap you on
the shoulder, and again, I encourage you to
seek support if you become overwhelmed
by negative thoughts and feelings. Your
support may come from friends or from a
professional, whichever works best for you.
On-line lesson: A creative task
Engaging your creative spirit will need time,
space, and discipline, but also patience
and gentleness. Nourish your inner child
who loves to play, and is open to inﬁnite
possibilities. Make space between the chores
and the projects, so that magic can happen.
It will mean having to say no to the needs of
others for this time, putting your own need to
create ﬁrst. Do not allow feelings of guilt to
sabotage your best intentions. A repressed
creative spirit can lead to depression or
anger. Do you recognise these emotions
in yourself? Are you letting yourself down
by turning a deaf ear to the inner voice
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that prompts you to take time and space
to express what is in you? Are you good at
encouraging others to follow their dreams
but unable to do it yourself?
Allow nature to inspire your creativity. The
natural world, with its endless diversity is
an amazing example of the creative spirit
at work.
Igniting passion suggests setting something
alight with burning ﬂames, warmth and life.
Switching on the ignition in your car brings
the possibility of movement, of setting off
on a journey and having an adventure. To
ignite means to switch on something that
was previously switched off. If your passion
has not been ignited, it lies dormant, hidden,
festering in corners, unable to ﬁnd a channel
of fulﬁlment. Accompanying this block may
be a whole range of symptoms, including
depression and physical illness, simply
because your life force is being held back
when it so wishes to express itself.
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Difﬁculty, particularly in your early life, can
set the pattern for later suffering. Within
the suffering is a seed for transformation
and change, and for remembering your
original innocence. The creative journey
can use all the material of your life’s
journey, both the light and the dark, to
create something new, so that healing
comes both to yourself and to those who
are touched by what you have created.
Passion is when you are overtaken by
a part of yourself that is full of life and
delights in giving itself voice. It touches into
the wellspring of who you are, where all
the juiciness is, and where there is joy in
surrendering to the creative ﬂow. Passion
can be ignited as much in the act of creating
as in enjoying the creativity of another.
How comfortable are you about being seen?
Do you enjoy dressing up in sexy, colourful
clothes as an expression of your creative
spirit? What about being open in your soul,
allowing others a glimpse into that inﬁnitely
precious world?
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Does the thought of your inﬁnite depth and
potential instil any fear in you? Have you
been rejected by others in your life, and
so closed the doors to the world, keeping
yourself safe from further rejection? Does it
work for you to be cocooned from life, or is
this isolation painful?
How might it be for you to show your
creative work to the world, to set your child
free, not knowing what journey he/she will
go on, and what love, what opposition and
misunderstanding may be encountered
along the way?
On-line lesson: Being visible
Being a creative person can be a lonely
process, as the muse usually speaks with
you most clearly when you are absorbed
in your own inner world without outside
distraction. I recommend that you ﬁnd the
balance that suits you. If you attend a space
where other artists are also working, you will
experience a sense of community support
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that will provide both encouragement and
different artistic viewpoints. Do you know of
such a group, or might you need to initiate
one through placing ads around town? You
may answer someone else’s need at exactly
the right moment.
When embarking upon any new adventure
it is always advisable to spend some time
focusing upon what exactly it is that you really
want. This applies to all areas of life: work,
relationships, creativity, leisure. It requires
that you enter a place of stillness in which
you can more easily hear the voice within. It
is helpful to write down what comes to you,
so that you can regularly remind yourself of
what you do want, and so give your desire
more energy and focus.
On-line lesson What do you really want?
As you come to the end of this book, I am
hoping that you feel like a child about to set off
on an exciting adventure, open and curious,
and that you see the earth as a friend who
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wishes to share her most intimate secrets
with you. I also wish for you the knowing
that you are well supported by the invisible
realms, and that you ﬁnd greater access to
the unfolding depths that lie within you.
May you feel inspired to play with new
possibilities and ﬁnd the courage to take
risks. May the support of nature, alongside
the wisdom and creativity in your soul, bring
you the life you have always yearned for but
never dared to embrace.
Let your desire to reveal yourself more fully
to the world around you bring new richness
to many people’s lives, as well as bringing to
yourself a depth of nourishment and purpose
you could never have imagined.
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“Golden Earth” 2009, Annabel Hollis

Could you be a Messenger of Change
and write a Mini-Book like this?
The Movement of Change program is
speciﬁcally designed for anyone who has
ever wanted to:
• Become a respected, published author
• Make a signiﬁcant contribution to world change
• Leave a large personal legacy for those they will
leave behind
• Work with a committed group of inspired people to
change the world
• Discover their life purpose
• Feel true passion about the work they are doing
• Learn to grow spiritually as a person
• Create an additional income stream
• “Follow their bliss”
… even take control of their ﬁnancial future by making
a career change as an author entrepreneur!
If any of the above resonates with you, we encourage
you to visit this website and discover the exciting
details about how you too can become a Messenger of
Change: www.themoc.org/?a=676767

Promo page
Amazing discounts given when you order a
pack of 10/20 mini books!
For information about creative workshops,
dream work, talks and therapeutic massage
please see my website, also Face Book.
www.annabelhollis.co.uk
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books;
Isabel Clarke(ed); Madness, Mystery and
the Survival of God. O Books. 2008
Catherine G Lucas; In Case of Spiritual
Emergency; Moving successfully through
your awakening. Findhorn Press. Oct 2011

Am a founding member of the Spiritual Crisis
Network
www.SpiritualCrisisNetwork.org.uk

